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Duu among the Kanembu 

In its widest acceptance, ‘Kanembu’ designates anyone belonging to the people of historic 

Kanem whose mother tongue is Kanembukanembu, a language of the Kanuri group. In 

current usage, however, the term is restricted to those lineages of Kanemi freemen whose 

claim to being distant descendants of the Sefawa dynasty of Kanem-Borno or their 

marriageable allies or successors is socially and politically recognised. Among freemen, a 

distinction is drawn between the ‘people of the spear’ or Kanembu of ‘noble’ descent in the 

widest sense and the ‘people of the bow’. In South Kanem, the latter expression refers to 

those groups known as the Haddad (i.e. blacksmith) in Arabic or Duu (contraction of Duguwa) 

in Kanembukanembu. 

In many Islamic(ised) Sahelian societies, artisans and other specialists are congregated into 

endogamous, professionally defined collectives, indeed ‘castes’. In contrast to the situation 

observed in neighbouring societies such as the Kanuri or the ‘Shuwa’ Arabs, artisans of all 

trades among the Kanembu, as well as hunters, diviners, musicians, praise-singers, natron-

miners, and other persons with expert knowledge, are amalgamated into a single endogamous 

and hereditary social stratum, known as the Duu. Over time, the composition and economic 

role of this social category has varied through the integration of non-specialised immigrants of 

low status and the abandoning of their trades by many artisans and their progressive 

conversion into agro-pastoralists hardly distinguishable from the Kanembu poor (maskin). 

In sum, the Kanembu and, among the Kanembu the Duu stratum, freemen through they all are, 

are differentiated by key social and economic criteria: 

a) Intermarriage between the two categories is strictly forbidden; membership of either is 

hence hereditary. 
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b) The ownership of bovines and mares has traditionally been reserved to the Kanembu. 

c) With the exceptions mentioned below, the effective politico-economic vassalage of the Duu 

is manifest in tribute-levying practices – or taxation as the expression today goes – as well as 

in the comparative wealth of the two categories. 

d) Commensality and many other forms of common social intercourse are very rare indeed 

between Duu and Kanembu. 

Thus, Duu status is simultaneously determined by complementary mechanisms of inclusion 

and exclusion in a Kanembu-dominated polity. The Duu today remain stigmatised through 

forced endogamy restricted access to fundamental means of production, such as irrigated land 

and reproductive cattle. They are retained within the bounds of society through hereditary 

group-to-group and, therein included, person-to person relationships of subordination. Only a 

few Duu clans, namely the Bara, the Darka, the Děri and the Rea, here considered, are vested 

with cantonal chieftaincies. The majority of Duu ‘clans’, however, comprise only one, two, or 

three small local communities. These groups are appendages of larger Kanembu clans to 

which they are attached by patron-client relationships. Such contracts enable, yet also restrict, 

their access to productive resources, bind their political and, formerly, military allegiances 

and specify the scope of exercise of their artisanal services. 

In 1974, the relatively autonomous Duu Rea constituted a clan (jili) recognising common 

(putative) agnatic descent of some 1,314 persons. They inhabited 23 small, dispersed villages 

and hamlets on what where then the north-eastern shores of Lake Chad (préfecture du Lac, 

sous-préfecture de N’gouri). Initially, all adult members of the clan were contacted to 

establish a Rea census. Subsequently, all married or once-married members of the clan 

resident on Rea territory were interviewed again concerning their matrimonial histories, 

relations of kinship, notably between spouses, as well as economic and other personal 

questions. 

 

Marital Residence and Movements 

 

In approximately one half of all marriages recorded, both spouses married out of their 

respective birthplace. In about one third of unions, the wife resided in her husband’s village, 

and in only one in ten unions were both spouses born and married in the same place. 

Considering extant marriages only, over half of all unions are virilocal and about eight in ten 

women marry outside of their place of birth. Uxorilocality accounts for less than one in ten 

unions. 

Neolocal unions, it must be noted, are often accounted for by the displacement of entire 

villages, generally over short distances. Such movements are motivated by the exhaustion of 

dune lands where extensive millet culture is practiced. Where better-irrigated interdunary 

depressions are cultivated, movements are more restricted, notably because of restrictive 

access rights to land. Conformity with the overall virilocal preference can thus be masked 

partially by the mobility of local groups. 

 

It must also be observed that early marriage for girls was a common occurrence. The corpus 

registers a substantial number of children born to mothers aged 14. 

 

Kinship Terminology 

 

So as to elucidate Kinship terminology diagrammes 1 to 3, some information is required 

concerning the way in which the Kanembu speak about kinship and marriage in everyday life. 

Abstract relational terms such as ‘siblingship’ or ‘paternity’ are not heard, and it is almost 
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inconceivable in kanembukanembu to use kin terms without adjoining the relevant possessive 

prenominal suffix. People speak of abani, my father, or abango, his father, but not of aba, ‘a 

father’ or ‘father’ in the abstract. 

All members of the fourth ascending generation, and above, independently of sex or seniority, 

are termed njukwa, best translated by ‘all ancestors’. Its main referent is: ‘the (male) genitors 

of my/our lineage’. If one wishes to refer to a specific individual, the term can be doubled as 

in njukwa njukwani, i.e. my grandfather’s father. 

At the third and second ascending generations, sex is distinguished, male members being 

called njukwa, female members ka(k)a. Line of ascent in relation to Ego, male or female, may 

be specified by the adjunction of descriptive terms such as abani (my F) or ayani (my M). 

The more complex reference terminology corresponding to the parents’ generation is 

governed by four criteria, namely sex, generation level, birth order within same-sex sibling 

sets, and laterality. The terms for FB and MZ are built on the roots for F and M but must be 

specified by the adjunction of the adjective of seniority or juniority of birth. Hence: F: aba, 

FeB: aba kura, FyB: aba woli (or gana); and M: aya (or ya, aye, or ye), MeZ ya kura and 

MyZ ya woli. 

The terms for parents’ siblings of opposite sex are etymologically differentiated from those 

for parents. The adjective denoting birth order is not, however, used with the same strictness 

as for same-sex uncles and aunts: FZ: baa (contraction of bawa or baba); FeZ baa kura and 

FyZ baa woli. MB ndii is not generally used with kura or woli. 

The considerations which intervene in the description of Ego’s generation are siblingship, 

birth order, generation level, and, to a lesser extent perhaps than for parents’ generation, sex. 

The major referents of njiri are ‘sibling’ or ‘brother’. Sister is obtained by the juxtaposition of 

fero (girl, daughter) with njiri, giving, literally, fero njiri, ‘girl sibling’, as opposed to tada 

njiri, ‘boy sibling’’. Seniority is expressed by ya(y)a for ‘elder’ and kete or kray for ‘younger’. 

The respective birth order of siblings is of such importance to the Kanembu that the 

designation of seniority or juniority may override the notion of siblingship in terminological 

usage. Whereas the replacement of njiri by tada alone stresses the person’s dependent status 

vis-à-vis parents’ generation, the dropping of tada from kete tada gives the expression keteni, 

i.e. ‘my junior’, stressing the doubly subordinate position of the younger brother. 

The only way of distinguishing ‘cousin’ from ‘brother’ or ‘sibling’ among njiri is to use 

descriptive terminology: 

FBS: tada abaniye kura/woli 

FBD: fero abaniye kura/woli 

FZS: tada baaniye kura/woli 

FZD: fero baaniye kura/woli 

MBS: tada ndiiniye (kura/woli) 

MBD: fero ndiiniye (kura/woli) 

MZS: tada yeniye (kura/woli) 

MZD: fero yeniye (kura/woli) 

Here, the possessive suffix ni defines the relation described by the compound term with 

regard to Ego and the genitive ending ye the relation between aba, baa, etc. and tada/fero. 

The adjective of seniority qualifies the birth order of Ego’s parent’s sibling vis-à-vis Ego’s 

parent. These expressions are most often used in cases of genealogical determination and 

almost never as address terms. 

While all members of Ego’s generation may be grouped under a single classificatory 

denomination (as opposed to parents’ generation), Kanembu terminoloigy is at its most 
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precise when giving shades of nuance to the reciprocal standing of those, siblings or cousins, 

classified as njiri. The semantic role of the criteria used in designating people of Ego’s 

generation (siblingship, birth order, generation level, sex) is to offers speakers a subtle code of 

hierarchy, which can be deployed in both public and private circumstances. The simple but 

precise mechanics of intergenerational terminology largely exclude reference to lineality. 

Indeed, the most current formulations (njirni, keteni, keteni fero…) have no expressed lineal 

referent and do not allow any distinction between parallel and cross-cousins. 

Half-siblings may be referred to and addressed with simple terms which denote the parent 

they share: abana, ‘of one father’ and yana (ayana or yiana) ‘of one mother’. Male abana 

may be considered as quasi-full brothers, the same being correlatively true for half-sisters. 

Sharing a mother among males tends to be viewed as less important than among females. 

Sex is, terminologically, the only criterion used to distinguish among Ego’s first generation 

descendants. Ego’s children as well as his siblings’ (njiri) children are all classificatory 

brothers and sisters among themselves. The words tada and fero do, nonetheless, suffice to 

distinguish Ego’s progeny from all other generations except when used to designate much 

younger members of the njiri category. 

At second and subsequent descending generations, sex no longer intervenes and generational 

opposition is the only criterion which distinguishes grandchildren from all ascendant 

generations: all grandchildren, real and classificatory, are referred to as dio. If one wishes to 

state their sex, classificatory terminology may be used, e.g. tada dioni or fero dioni. 

Kanembu kinship terminology counts only four basic words to deal with affines, yet the 

difference between consanguinity and affinity is made very clear at all generational levels. 

Senior affines include all members of Ego’s wife’s father’s and grandfather’s generations; 

such persons are termed kesai. Out of respect, Ego’s patrilateral affines , especially males, are 

addressed as kinsmen but often referred to as kesai. A sex distinction can be made: kesai kwa 

= male in-law of a senior generation = real and classificatory father-in-law and kesai kao = 

female in-law of a senior generation = real and classificatory mother-in-law. 

When one observes a large age differential between husband and wife’s kin, kesai may be 

used to refer to elder members of his own generation. Equally, if Ego marries a woman much 

younger than himself, whose real or classificatory sibling has contracted a union with one of 

his own (patrilateral) kinsmen of the njiri category, husband may refer to wife as kamu 

(woman), fero (girl), or njiri if she is a cousin. The converse is true for a female Ego. 

Among Ego’s affines, age-mates and juniors are referred to as ndui. Descriptive terms which 

one may form from ndui are tada/fero nduini = male/female in-law of comparable or junior 

status, which must be differentiated from tada/fero nduiniye = son/daughter of my in-law (sex 

unspecified) of comparable or junior status = nephew/niece-in-law. 

All persons of parents’ generation are addressed by Ego with the same terms used for 

reference; in this case the use of the possessive suffix is compulsory. Thus, for example, F = 

aba + ni = abani or MeZ = ye + ni + kura = yeni kura. Persons of grandparents’ generation 

are all addressed by two simple terms which distinguish sex: njukwani and kaani. 

 

NB: For further details, see Conte 1983: 491-506 

 

 

Attributes 
 

Individuals 

ID: The individual’s identification number 
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NAME: The individual’s given name. Children that died before receiving a name have been 

coded as “X”.  

N.B.: In Kanembukanembu, Islamic names are subject to considerable phonetic variation. 

‘Abakar’, for example, may be pronounced ‘Bakar’, ‘Buar’, or simply ‘Bar’. To avoid any 

confusion, all variants have been recorded in their full form. 

GENDER: Sex 

ORD: The individual’s birth order within the sibling set 

AGE: The individual’s age or birth status. A = Abortion ; M = Miscarriage ; P = Premature ; 

S= Stillbirth. d = days; w = weeks; m = months; y = years.  

BIRT_DATE: Year of birth. This column also records cases of miscarriage or stillbirth. 

Note: In a society with hardly any written records, errors of memory can entail considerable 

uncertainty or imprecision with regard to dates of birth. This applies particularly to deceased 

persons or former spouses who could not be interviewed directly. To reduce margins of error, 

informants were asked to date different life-cycle events, including dates of marriage and 

divorce, marriage duration, and ages of children. These items were cross-checked to detect 

inconsistencies and thus establish the most coherent sequences possible, even where given 

dates might not be precise. 

BIRT_PLACE: Birthplace 

DEAT_DATE: Year of death. The same provisos apply as with regard to dates of birth. 

Darka: Clan and lineage affiliations of father 

Note: The names given in this column consist of one, two, or three proper names that 

correspond to different levels of genealogical inclusion. Kanembukanembu offers a set of five 

terms to designate descent-focussed categories or groups. This terminology allows for a 

coherent, supple grading of segments but must be understood with reference to situational 

usage rather than as a set of rigidly definable, discrete units. Kari, literally ‘root’, can 

designate an ethno-linguistic group such as the Kanembu, the Buduma, the Kuri, or the 

Daza/Tubu. Where such a name is relevant, it is listed first, e.g. Kanembu Magemi. The Duu, 

who constitute an endogamous and corporate category within an ethnic group, the Kanembu, 

may equally be designated as a kari, especially to emphasise their separateness. Yet kari may 

also be rendered by ‘clan’ when it carries a more specific connotation of common ancestry. 

For example, the Duu Darka or the Kanembu Ngijim are described as kari. Jili, meaning 

‘kind’ or ‘colour’, is used to designate the widest social unit claiming common putative 

ancestry in the male line and thus may also be rendered as ‘clan’; the kari may include 

‘adopted’ lineages. By contrast, at the next degree of inclusion, the term čěri, literally ‘old 

man’ or ‘elder’, is conceived of in terms of traceable as opposed to putative descent. It 

denotes a collective smaller than the jili and larger than the extended family or kifadaï, 

literally the ‘mouth of the house’ or ‘threshhold’. Kifadaï refers to the group of know relatives 

of common agnatic descent with whom one interacts regularly. It is often a set of siblings and 

cousins who form a co-resident unit. Finally fada, ‘house’, designates a nuclear or extend 

family which share a compound. In current usage, each term may, according to context, 

overlap with the next ascending or descending designation by order of inclusion: čěri might 

replace kifadaï or jili be used instead of kari or vice versa. For most of the individuals listed in 

this file, descent group affiliation is given with reference to their kari and jili, e.g. Darka 

Yunaya or Rea Teteya. In many cases, however, the kifadaï is also indicated, in particular 

among the Rea, e.g. Rea Teteya Waria. 

PLACE_RES: Place of residence 
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Further, the non-anonymised version of the corpus contains four additional columns listing 

individuals’ names, bynames (nicknames), and patronymics: 

NAME_F: father’s name 

NAME_FF: father’s father’s name 

NAME_FFF: father’s father’s father’s name 

NICKNAME: The use of nicknames or bynames, added to the given name, is very common. 

Often complementary to kinship terminology, nicknames can be divided into three categories 

expressing a moral or physical trait of a person, the order or circumstances of birth, or the 

situation of parents prior to or after a given birth. Formerly, ‘nicknames’ were used as names 

among nominally Muslim Kanemi and this practice was still perceptible at the time research 

was conducted. Further, Islamic names, often used in combination with nicknames, may be 

reformulated (e.g. Halima becomes Kosso or Abdulaï Kale). Nicknames are particularly 

informative in establishing birth order in the sibling set. Here are some examples: 

bai : born several years after the birth of the mother’s first three children 

kurtu : born after twins 

kafani : girl born before a boy and after the consecutive birth of several younger sisters 

kurči : person whose parents are cousins 

Note: Nicknames recorded in parentheses apply to the father of the person named in Column 

B. 

Families 

Id: Family identification number 

Status: Information on marital status is indicated under three headings: M designates an 

extant union or a union that ended through the death of a spouse; D indicates a union that 

ended through divorce; U indicates that no information is available. 

FatherId: Individual identification number of the father 

MotherId: Individual identification number of the mother 

Children: Identification number(s) of child or children 

HUSB_ORD: Indicates the order of a union for men who have been married several times, 

whether serially or simultaneously. 

WIFE_ORD: Indicates the order of a union for women who have been married several times. 

CAUS_TERM: This column specifies the cause of termination of a marriage, whether by 

divorce (Divorce), the death of the husband (Death H), the death of the wife (death F), by 

abandonment, or by separation.   
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